


Press release 

EPFO settles more than 12 lakh claims in December 2014 
Claim settlement time to be reduced to 20 days 
EPF members can request UAN online  

New Delhi:  Shri K.K. Jalan, Central P.F. Commissioner while reviewing the performance for 

the month of December, 2014 noted that EPFO had settled more than 12 lakh claims during 

the month. With this, the total number of claims settled during the financial year 2014-15 

has reached 97.5 lakh claims.  Out of this, 36.37% have been settled within 3 days and 

90.65% within 20 days. This assumes significance in view of the fact that Central Board of 

Trustees, EPF has recently in its 205th meeting recommended that the maximum time 

permissible for settlement of claim as per the provisions of the scheme which is 30 days at 

present be brought down to 20 days.In this month, 15,082 cases of grievances were 

disposed off and only 4,300 odd cases were pending for resolution across the country.  

Further streamlining the process of online allotment of code numbers to establishments, 

instructions have been issued to the field formations to ensure that code number is issued 

through online mode only.Also, with a view to electronically capturing the ownership 

particulars of establishments who were covered in the past through offline mode,it is  

proposed that providing such details would be made mandatory by issue of an appropriate 

order under Para 36 (7) of the scheme. 

In order to bring about greater involvement of the stakeholders at the local level, it has 

been directed that all the Regional Committee meetings are held regularly.  The various 

developments in the organization, especially with reference to technological innovations 

should be brought to light during such meetings.   

To address complaints regarding non-dissemination of UAN to employees by employers, a 

functionality has been added in the UAN portal whereby a member can access his UAN after 

due validation through mobile based One Time Password(OTP).Also, taking a step forward in 

the process of allotment of Universal Account Number (UAN), a functionality has been 

introduced in the UAN member e-sewa portal of EPFO website whereby any old 

member(who is at present not in employment) who has not been allotted UAN can make a 

request online for allotment of the same.   

The benefits accruing from Online Transfer Claim Portal (OTCP) have been further 

augmented by the introduction of facility of enabling transfer cases from exempted to 

unexempted establishments. With this, the PF accumulations of employees leaving an 

exempted establishment (establishment maintaining its own PF trust) and joining an 

unexempted establishment (PF account maintained by EPFO) can be transferred by making 

an online request. 


